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1 Introduction

Poets considering making a manuscript submission to Bloodaxe books are met
with the following advice: ‘If you have not yet published poems in reputable
literary magazines, please do not send in your manuscript.’ Bloodaxe is no dif-
ferent in this respect to the other large publishers of new poetry in this country,
and for quite sensible reasons. ‘If there is no previous record of publication,’
publishers reason, ‘what assurance do we have that there is a market for this
poetry?’ Poetry publishing is rarely a business of huge profits, and it is quite
understandable that publishers must protect their commercial sustainability.
What is more, this rule means that the combined wisdom of the editors of the
major poetry magazines assists and assures the publishers of their judgements
both of market value and poetic value. However, there is an obvious caveat:
the internal self-reliance of the publishing collective creates an environment in
which the dissemination of new poetry is controlled by a small and somewhat
homogeneous group. The method of this research was to create a publishing
platform whose editorial model was different: a magazine in which publica-
tion decisions were taken by the readers. The intentions of this research were
twofold: firstly to consider the decisions of the reading public with respect to
those of professional editors. Secondly, to consider the criteria by which poems
are judged suitable for publication, how these relate to notions of poetic merit
for both groups. It is hoped these considerations will help better appreciate the
place of the general reader in contemporary poetry.
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2 Methodology

Angelic Dynamo magazine began as a website which displayed three poems each
week, along with a voting application which allowed each visitor to register a
preference for one poem from each trio. Every week, the poem with the most
votes was archived on the website, and the archive was subsequently divided
into bi-monthly issues of eight poems. After four such issues, the poems were
collected and published in a printed anthology, which was then sold online and
in bookshops. The weekly choice presented to readers was somewhat blunt:
‘which poem do you consider the best?’ The term ‘best’ is, of course, wholly
subjective, but its use was intentional: to encourage readers to reflexively apply
their criteria of poetic value in a nonprejudicial environment, and in presenting
an inherently difficult question to force readers to privilege one criterion over
another. In addition, readers of the magazine were asked to complete a brief
survey. respondents were asked to select a response from ranges of age, nation-
ality and education, then asked for a numerical response ranging from strong
agreement to strong disagreement on a series of statements of critical position.
Finally, respondents were asked directly to identify the criteria by which they
judged poetry by way of an open response. Drawing on these data, the re-
sponses of professional editors to the same questions and previous work in the
field, the research aimed to compare the responses of the magazine readers to
the professional editors of journals.

The magazine professed to journal ‘democratic poetry’: a contentious claim,
and one which implies a mainstream totalitarianism against which to define a
democracy. The charge of totalitarianism is not pejorative; it is simply the case
that poetry magazines are typically dictatatorial in their structure, whether
the editors intend to select a broad range of material or act with determined
bias, and whether the system is wholly transparent or somewhat nepotistic.1

Considering whether the label of democratic is appropriate, there are two clear
arguments to the contrary. Firstly, only three choices are put forward to voters
out of a pool some orders of magnitude larger. While the editors did aim to
dismiss poems on purely technical grounds and remain apolitical, the spectre of
editorial intervention hovers between the poems and the readers. Secondly, some
poets invariably rally the support of others by encouraging them to read and
participate, with the general intention that this will increase that poet’s chance
of poll success. The first charge can be defended on grounds of practicality, but
I submit there is a more ideological reply to both charges. In a modern liberal
democracy, the electorate typically votes for the candidates selected by political
organizations. Moreover, political democracy acknowledges that the candidate
who rallies the most support succeeds; the campaign is a normal process. I
submit that the mechanism is not perfect democracy, but it is no worse than
the political models which we happily label as such.

1As suggested by the editor of The Wolf, issue 15 (Summer 2007)
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With these caveats stated, I must acknowledge the minimal practicable level of
editorial intervention which was considered possible. Asides from the obvious
implausibility of asking readers to select weekly from hundreds of poems, it was
felt that to subject readers to the least successful submissions would be both
unreasonable and unproductive. Hence, the Angelic Dynamo editors attempted
to make only passive selection: flawed work was passed over, but no active selec-
tion of specific merit was attempted. The poems specifically excluded from the
shortlist were those which betrayed a poor grasp of language, incomplete poems
and the overly clichéd. This minimum intervention is, I suggest, necessarily
practised in all publications at an intrinsic level of the selection process, before
any higher order of prioritisation may be applied. The cliché is humorously
cautioned against in Ambit ’s submission guidelines:

Parochial, I’ve-got-no-money ‘bed-sitter’ poems; self-consciously po-
etic this-is-a-poem poems; poems by people who really want to be
Keats or Wordsworth; poems about what it is to write a poem, or
worse, what it is NOT to be able to write one; that-man-or-woman-
done-me-over poems; sweeping generalization poems — life, death
and why we are here, what’s-it-all-about? poems; the use of clichés
like ‘sweeping generalizations’. . . oh and avoid ‘shards’, ‘abysses’
and ‘iridescence’.

The weekly choices, along with the selected poems, were varied in form, tone
and subject. Over the months, it came to form a corpus of material which may
be usefully compared with the contents of other magazines. I do not intend
to consider the specialist magazines (such as the late-modernist Shearsman),
whose editorial bias towards specific criteria of valuation is both declared and
integral to the publication. This comparison is especially useful in considering
the functional effects of the selection process : it is proper that we take time to
ignore providence and judge the experiment by its fruits.
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3 Results

In 1976 Alberta Turner conducted a survey of American literary magazine ed-
itors in which she challenged them to define their criteria of poetic merit. Of
the one hundred or so magazines questioned, around half responded. A small
minority thought the survey to be some kind of underhand method of poetry
submission, or even ‘found’ poetry in itself. Of those who gave considered an-
swers, ‘a significant portion of the editors admitted to nothing more objective
than personal, emotional preference. The question “What are your criteria?”
received such answers as “my own taste,” “bat radar, mostly,” “intuition,” “gut
feeling”’. (594) Those answers which were more forthcoming were drawn into
four categories which I reproduce but have abridged throughout:

I. Significance: meaning, vision, originality of concept which will alert
or surprise.

II. Energy (intensity, sincerity): ‘Is there life,’ one asks, ‘does it move?’
Another, ‘If you find a poem that moves and/or excites you ... you
publish it.’ They tend to abhor the poem which for some reason
seems to them an exercise, a poem written for the sake of writing a
poem, rather than for expressing a felt need.

III. Clarity: a poem must be clear. One says, ‘I don’t like poems which
make you struggle to figure them out.’ Another specifies that he
wants ‘clarity of subject and vehicle.’

IV. Control (the ability to regulate structure, diction, image, tone): [edi-
tors] variously speak for concreteness, music, conciseness, or against
‘poetic diction,’ surrealism, or poems which are ‘too intellectual.’
(594-5)

In summarising the responses of Angelic Dynamo readers2, I will consider each
category in turn. I have broken each down into subsections where appropriate.
Numerical data are listed as an appendix and all unattributed quotation is from
original surveys.

The average age of respondents was were somewhat similar. Readers averaged
thirty-five, editors forty-two. Both groups were predominantly from the United
Kingdom and the United States: forty-two percent of readers from the former
and forty-three percent the latter, editors forty percent and sixty percent respec-
tively. Editors were more strongly represented at the highest levels of formal
education. While around eighty percent of both groups had attained under-
graduate degrees or further, only five percent of readers had attained doctoral

2For clarity I shall refer to these respondents exclusively as ‘readers’ while drawing com-
parisons with professional editors.
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degrees compared to sixty percent of editors. The number of editors surveyed
was too few for this to be considered as representative or used quantitatively;
I merely aim to sketch a comparison prior to presenting a number of editors’
comments as case studies.

Like Turner’s editors, a minority of readers were somewhat vague, one judging
poetry ‘by first reaction to it’, another specifying ‘the ambiance [poetry] creates
accidentally’.

Thirty percent of readers mentioned significance. The category was addressed
in three main ways. Several mentioned ‘originality’, or ‘uniqueness’, others
using more elaborate phrasing, one praising the poem which allowed him to ‘see
something in a new and interesting way’. Secondly, respondents spoke of the
‘subject’ of the poem, ‘meaning or content’ and ‘the broader ideas and meaning’;
one even stating ‘something beautifully meaningful’. Finally, respondents spoke
of revelation, in terms such as ‘astonishment’, a ‘startling awakening’ and poetry
that ‘entertains and astounds’. One went as far as ‘the revelation of the ultimate
meaning’, although it is not clear whether this was a case of over-enthusiastic
use of the definite article or something more theological. Several respondents
spoke of revelation with respect to their own lives: poetry that ‘changes the way
I feel about life’ or has an ‘ability to teach me something new or reveal a truth’.

Responses concerning energy were remarkably close to Turner’s definition, and
were made by fifteen percent of respondents. Respondents spoke both of in-
tensity and sincerity, the first being categorized as ‘emotional charge and intel-
ligence’, ‘power’ and ‘movement’; one emphasised the importance of ‘the poet
feeling strongly about something’. Sincerity was specified as ‘genuine emotion’
and ‘apparent honesty of intention’. Honesty was frequently treated as a quality
of the text, not the author. One respondent commented:

I appreciate honest authors or authors who are honest about their
dishonesty or authors who are simply dishonest because they are
dishonest ... the same way you can tell if someone is bullshitting
you in a conversation you can tell if someone is bullshitting you in
a poem

Clarity was discussed by almost twenty percent of respondents, and was dis-
cussed with respects to both writer (clearness of intention) and reader (ease of
comprehension). I have included concreteness here, rather than under control,
since it is both indicative of a clear intention and (generally) helpful for imme-
diate comprehension. Clearness of intention was defined as ‘simply, the good
use of language to convey a meaning’. It was generally considered a mark of
poetic ability. One respondent stated:
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It must work directly with an honest subject ... no veils, sorry, that’s
bunk ... a solid thump of understanding beyond the straightforward
record of nature and its people

Readers repeatedly noted the value of ‘something accessible’, ‘of universal im-
port’, although one cautioned that ‘poetry that is too personal for meaning is
not poetry but a diary entry’. Another stated ‘the poems I like best are ones
which I feel I mostly understand (I don’t need to understand everything)’. They
expressed some critical insecurity, one reader describing poetry which ‘isn’t so
complicated or obscure that it makes me feel like I am too stupid to read po-
etry’. Thirdly, concreteness or clarity of imagery was repeatedly mentioned. ‘A
good poem reports concrete sensory experience in the real world’ noted one,
another ‘universal appeal and lucidity’. A third was more colourful, asserting:
‘undisguised metaphysical whining we must turn from quickly, lest we retch’.

Control featured in almost half of responses, and was generally termed ‘tech-
nique’. Readers mentioned general ‘skill of execution’, one noting that technical
concerns were a limiting factor, stating the importance of ‘being able enjoy read-
ing [the poem], without niggling concerns about the actual quality of the verse’.
The largest response related to language. Readers mentioned ‘precision in choice
of words’, ‘innovative language’, language which is ‘supple and inviting’, ‘effec-
tive’ and exercised with rigour. In addition, several mentioned ‘rhythm’, and
‘form’, along with the quality of fluidity. As one described described it, ‘you
have to be able to perform it without explaining grammatical twitches’.

Finally, twenty percent of respondents mentioned personal and emotional re-
sponse, which I consider separate from Turner’s categories. One reader spec-
ified ‘the strength of the emotions that it evokes in me’, another poetry that
‘awakens a memory/feeling’. There was opposition: one said ‘I don’t have to
“get it” or relate to it personally, but it must articulate something coherent’,
but among those who discussed it, there was overwhelming support3 for the
importance of ‘emotional response’ or resonance. One respondent confidently
asserted ‘the words of a poem are supposed to affect your emotions’, some even
spoke of poetry which could ‘provide catharsis’ or ‘awaken a memory/feeling’.

The first conclusion to be drawn is that readers and Turner’s editors are not so
different in their criteria. Most of the readers’ responses fit into the categories
Turner noted, and all of her categories were well represented. Readers typically
agreed on the criteria of uniqueness and insight of meaning, sincerity, emotional
power, clarity of intention and of access, and demonstration of technical skill.
Responses from contemporary editors tended to conform to a similar degree.
Consider the response of Sidney Wade:

3Of those who discussed emotional responses, around ninety-three percent considered it a
relevant criterion.
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The poem must surprise me either with its music, narrative turns,
fresh rhyme, fine metaphors, fresh subject matter, formal interest,
or some or all of the above.

and that of Robert Kohen:

Content. Formal Structure. Interaction between content and form.
Originality. How it works alongside other pieces in a particular issue.
Force of language.

Only Kohen’s comment about the contents of an entire issue betrays his edito-
rial role. Both responses otherwise consider formal and technical aspects and
uniqueness, not unlike the readers.

In view of this similarity between the groups, what is most apparent is their
propensity to frame responses in certain terms. The readers were generally
happy to frame new ideas in terms of revelation, whereas the editors tended
to be more secular, using the notion of insight or at most the more ambivalent
term ‘enlightenment’. (Turner, 594) Both groups agreed on the importance of
clarity, but one would reason the fault of an incomprehensible poem to lie in
the text, the other with the reader. Furthermore, the issue of critical confidence
does not cause different readers to arrive at different conclusions, but it does
allow for different levels of clarity to be considered beyond comprehension.

Readers tended to consider themselves strictly as consumers of an artifact, while
at least some editors considered their roles in different terms. The readers are
not generally embarrassed to admit their reliance on emotional response and a
fifth detailed affective or emotional criteria. By contrast, it seems there is some
difference among editors. Some editors will use the same criterion of emotional
response. One respondent to Turner’s survey stated ‘If you find a poem that
moves and/or excites you . . . you publish it.’ (594) Don Paterson specified
this emotional response in addition to insight in his tantalisingly brief poetic
criteria:

Whether or not I am moved and enlightened by it.

Others will operate in essentially the same way, but frame their criteria as
textual and not personal: who can applaud a poem’s ‘energy’ if he or she is
not moved or excited by it? Likewise, when readers noted ‘emotional power’,
they were simply presenting personal response as a feature of the text. Calls for
textual ‘clarity’ are stalked by the non-textual gauge of ‘relationship to my life
experiences’. Here there is clearly a greater distinction, but it is equally clear
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that the two cannot be cleanly separated. In addition, some editors choose to
privilege their favoured aesthetics, politics and poetics. Michael Schmidt claims
that ‘most of the magazines that have made a difference to poetry since the
end of the second world war have had some kind of editorial mission.’ (Poésie)
Some of Turner’s editors took this stance:

One likes it because it is a prose poem; two dislike it for the same
reason; two dislike it for using surrealism; one rejects it because he
dislikes ‘current emphasis on author in his or her work’; one dislikes
its lack of music. (597)

Another group consider their roles as editor somewhat divorced from the con-
sumption of poetry. They acknowledge their personal preferences, and seek to
distance themselves from them. As Rajat Neogy notes, ‘Editorial neutrality is
perhaps best expressed as aggressive non-prejudice on the part of the editor.’
(19) Fiona Sampson explains:

I make disinterested judgements. ... I keep in mind my own tastes
and style — as something which I should actively avoid favouring.
(interview)

In contrast to both the reader-response criteria and the personal prejudice or
preference for certain forms, styles and contents, editors like Sampson describe
a test of internal success; she states ‘I edit for editorial taste: what is repre-
sentative but also succeeds in its own terms. Comic verse needs to be funny,
for example, and work with afflatus mustn’t fall flat through pomposity. There
are no incorrect schools of poetry and poetics, just failed poems within each
school.’ (My emphasis.) This process of internal verification is more clinical,
and daresay more objective. Michael Hulse offers a pithy summary: ‘it must
carry within itself the reasons why it is as it is and not otherwise.’ In this way,
the particulars of merit are opened to a chamber of internal, self-justification in
which each text is its own advocate. This is not, and cannot be the whole story,
of course. One must still retain a set of measuring devices. Sampson goes on to
clarify:

As for success: it has to do with presence, certainty, necessity,
charisma. These are qualities of excellence which can be found
equally in quiet realist lyrics and grand experiments.

The distinction is made between contents and methodology. Yet the term
‘charisma’ serves to remind us that just as the most suave person can occa-
sionally fail to impress, there can be no absolutely objective interaction with a
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poem except perhaps by the illiterate. I do not seek to denigrate editors who
openly employ personal prejudice; those who expound political or literary causes
must rely on internal conviction. This is certainly no less valid an approach,
for such editors steer movements and champion writers which otherwise would
have remained unknown.
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4 Poems

I will now compare the printed Angelic Dynamo magazine (issue 1 (2009)) with
an issue of Poetry Review published at the time Angelic Dynamo readers began
selecting poems (Poetry Review 98:3 (2008)).

The first obvious difference is that while twelve of the thirty poems in the main
section of Poetry Review adopt some kind of stanzaic uniformity (be it merely
the quatrain or intricate stanzas with definite pattens of indent), only two of
the thirty-one in Angelic Dynamo do.

Yet like the semblance of readers’ and editors’ criteria, there are large areas of
similarity to be found, and sometimes striking similarity. Consider the Angelic
Dynamo ‘Virgil & the Bees’:

We have rather chosen to fill our hives with honey and wax; thus fur-
nishing mankind with two of the noblest things, which are sweetness
and light. —Swift

A flat gray stone absolved of dung and schmutz,
Warmed by the sun and near, not in, a grove,
Proximate to a meadow, not to sheep,
Unthinking sweaters on the hoof, at hand
Running water for sound effect: then sit,
And you will find the bees. Theirs is a mind
Unfit for your accommodating self.
Like physicists, they are absorbed by thoughts
Too pure and rarefied for you. They work,
The autumn ever coming, honey from
The dandelion and excrete a light
So fine it makes divine commedias
A piece of cake, a holiday of dusk.
He listens: you can see him move his lips,
No buzz, no hum. Hexameters like glass,
The shape of cells, coincidentally—
They were invented to store wisdom, wax,
And pollen effluents. Thus you have flowers,
He thinks, stung by the notion Dido walks
Amidst gray flowers she can never touch.4

4‘Virgil & the Bees’ by Richard Epstein reproduced from Angelic Dynamo 1 (2009) p40
with permission.
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The narrative interrogates the figure of Virgil present within it, from the initial
pastoral notes to the entrance of Dido. Diction is rigid, almost awkward, the
product of a speaker who refuses to connect with the poetic environment he
creates. The dislocated ‘near, not in, a grove’ and dispassionate ‘proximate to
a meadow’ fulfil their metric obligations, but there seems to be some suggestion
that this (and any) versifying is killing the authenticity of the environment. The
trope of artifice continues thoughout. The bees’ thoughts ‘too pure and rarified’
for the human are undermined by their mechanical hive-making and everywhere
natural activity is bound to the artificiality of the verse: Virgil’s quiet presence
and his ‘hexameters like glass’ wrapped in Epstein’s pentameters; the honey
from the dandelion which ‘makes divine commedias / A piece of cake’. The
playful intertextuality, the laconic metonymy of ‘unthinking sweaters on the
hoof’, the punning ‘stung’ all serve to further distance poetry from reality. It is
at this point that the logic of the epigraph becomes apparent, for ‘sweetness and
light’, ‘wisdom’ and ‘wax’ are, Epstein suggests, stored alike. Storage becomes
somewhat disquieting, since archiving is a form of concealment, and Dido’s gift
of literary existence is also her guarantee of disconnection from a reality beyond
artifice.

Let us now take ‘Moles’ from Poetry Review :

Any walk into the hills
begins with the surprise of height
gained suddenly, over the shoulder
a view further than you thought you’d earned.

It was like this for Orpheus
looking back into the Underworld,
except this was happening in reverse
and it came towards the end of the climb.

Within sight of the blue of the sky,
with meadow scents and the song of birds
as the gradient slackened, he looked back to find
more emptiness than he thought the earth held.

In this version of the myth
we leave him there, helpless and blind,
skimming for worms in the topsoil, cursed
with shovels that can’t even hold a lyre.5

The similarities are striking: the environment, the classical theme, the unavoid-
able movement towards a firm unfulfilment in the final line. The stanzas take a
different shape and the dull half-rhyming couplets are more consistent here, but
there is an important mechanical difference too. In ‘Virgil’ the conceit depends

5‘Moles’ by Paul Farley reproduced from Poetry Review 98:3 (2008) p5 with permission.
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on the presence of Virgil, whose towering corpus is used to assist the speaker in
the creation of a dichotomy of environmental and textual authenticity. Here the
Orpheus tale is a frame for the narrative of the walk. In ‘Virgil’ the Virgillian
is not introduced to the poem so much as created, along with the rest of the
contents, but in ‘Moles’ ‘it was like this for Orpheus’. The whole allusion hinges
on this simile, which makes the division cleaner, if not perfect. ‘The myth’
remains a myth against which the poem’s reality can be defined. Reality and
myth connect through their emotional content in the brilliant paradox of ‘more
emptiness than he thought the earth held’ but by the end of the poem are rent
apart. The treatment of similar concepts in the two poems is different, but one
conclusion is shared. In ‘Moles’ the bardic tradition is undermined by its own
image of ‘shovels that can’t even hold a lyre’ and we are left in a similarly awk-
ward position: the ultimate distancing of classical poetics from contemporary
reality delivered in a medium which can inhabit neither domain.

The reason I include these is to show that while both poems differ, they both
demand some prior knowledge, and both contain a modest but sophisticated
conceit: the facile conclusion that general readers invariably prefer the simplistic
is not true. I will now briefly discuss verse illustrative of difference. Firstly,
‘Earlobes’ from Angelic Dynamo:

I’ve promised to pay more attention to earlobes,
those swan–soft tabs, the only part of us
that remains infant always.

Will you join me? Will you loop your earrings
from their holes, will you tie up your hair

and taking yourself solemnly by the ear,
swear never to forget that two small parts of you
will never harden to a walnut’s wrinkle,

but will always give way to the thumb’s curious strum,
a lover’s wandering lips.6

It would be banal to discuss the universality of a poem about earlobes, but
it is nonetheless important that this poem is accessible. I think its success,
however, is in the sincerity of the voice and its tonal and emotional warmth.
The simplicity of ‘those swan-soft tabs’ would be destroyed by the merest trace
of routine; it is vital we believe in the ‘promise’. If we consider the word-play
‘solemnly by the ear’, noticing how ‘ear’ half-rhymes with ‘swear’ across the
enjamb, it is evident that there is compositional skill to be found, yet here the
voice is not undermined by the verse, only intensified. I suggest that this poem
won readers over because it fulfils the technical criteria effortlessly, noiselessly,

6‘Earlobes’ by Rowena Knight reproduced from Angelic Dynamo 1 (2009) p39 with per-
mission.
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but moreover it is consciously individual and self-contained, and it engenders
an emotive response. Indeed the poem pivots around the question ‘will you
join me?’ It is the transfer of focus from poetic ‘I’ to the reader’s ‘you’, a
personalization of imagery which demands a personal involvement. The poem
inclines a reader to emotional response, but not to the text. From ‘infant always’
to the more recent memories of ‘a lover’s wandering lips’, it is the reader’s own
reminiscence which constitutes the emotive substance. Memories are smuggled
into the poem and presented back to the reader. This is a poem illustrative of
the selection criteria: concerned with technique up to a point, certainly aware of
clarity and significance, but won over by verse which cleverly translates textual
feeling to emotional response.

Finally, let us take ‘Like Slant Rain’ from Poetry Review :

Trouble is with inventing a language, brother,
when the only other person in the world who speaks it dies
you’re left speaking to no one. This mouthful of words

or of fat verbs and vowels and cases and morphemes
that stammer from the lexicon under the tongue
is desperate to be used and anxious to be heard

and competes aganst itself for the room to speak.
It crowds out my mouth with the need to keep alive
every O in our intonation before it ends up

on the dump with the clicks of Hittie and Kulinic —
our words seem stranded and strangely marooned
now there’s no one to read on the other side of them.[...]7

The focus here is not on versifying but verbalizing. The first stanza invites us
to consider the social nature of language, and raises some interesting questions
about the determination of signifiers and signified when a language loses its
society. Words are ‘desperate to be used’, as if they will simply unhinge from
their meanings if abandoned. The language ‘crowds out’ a mouth reminiscent
of the words-made-flesh in Sujata Bhatt’s famously anthologized ‘Search for
my tongue’. The poem is technically accomplished: its soft, neat terza rima
slants just like the title, and we see flashes of aural wit like ‘every O in our
intonation’. Yet its subject is brooding and serious, but more importantly it
is inaccessible: a poem written in tight, assertive English about a language no
longer shared, whose meanings, phonemes and structure are coming apart. It
is impossible to access this poem in the same direct way as others because it
cannot become that which it discusses. It is certainly a fine poem, sophisticated
and philosophically interesting, graphic and vivaciously noisy in parts, but it
occupies a very different realm to the other poems I have mentioned.

7‘Like Slant Rain’ by Tim Liardet reproduced from Poetry Review 98:3 (2008) p16 with
permission.
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5 Closing Remarks

It seems that there are definite differences between these readers and editors,
but we should be careful not to overstate them. Both employ similar criteria by
which to judge poetic merit and both groups are intelligent, discerning readers.
Where they vary, it is more often than not down to a difference in framing, not
content. We should also remember that magazines, like anthologies and canons,
are not static enterprises. Magazines change direction with new editors, but
more subtly they change because people are not merely static repositories of
belief. As Michael Hulse puts it:

My own attempts at assessment are informed by more than forty
years of reading poetry from every period and culture on pretty
much a daily basis, and still I’m conscious that I am forever learning
and, I hope, becoming a better reader.

When we read poetry, especially contemporary poetry which we invest time
and money in encouraging, it is an affirmation of its importance. This is not
simply posturing: we must not discount the general motivation to value poetry
when looking for the specific. Whether one is to believe that poetry can change
the world, or ‘only’ perception of the world, the investment of value in verse is
undeniable, and it is proportionally larger for those who dedicate their lives to
poetry publishing than those who read a magazine for a few hours per month.
As Fiona Sampson said, ‘you have to believe poetry can change lives, sometimes:
or else the whole thing’s pointless.’ (interview)

There are clearly advantages to both editorial methods: a single supremely pow-
erful editor can champion a cause which could otherwise be lost; professional
editors invest the time others cannot justify nor afford. Yet we clearly risk a
poetic oligarchy which suppresses those poetics and politics which are unfash-
ionable in elite circles. A more ‘democratic’ model avoids this problem, yet it
risks a regression to the mean at least as dangerous. It is contentious to use
‘innovation’ as a synonym for ‘progress’ in any case, but the issue of sound
judgement is always important. The media are changing through technology.
Self-publishing has become cheap and convenient, yet submissions to magazines
continue to increase. Poetry publishing is not just about dissemination, it is
about approval, be it the approval of a single expert or the aggregate approval
of a large group. We are all involved in the legitimization of poetry and our
judgements, opinions and purchases define the borders of the art.
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Finally, to illustrate the point with a quotation from Geoffrey Hill:

You áre
wantonly obscure, man sagt. accessible
traded as democratic, he answers
(Speech! Speech! 118.3-5)

The readers and editors of serious poetry are not opposing factions, and we
should take extreme care before equating popular with populist in this market.
What readers and editors want is poetry which is technically accomplished,
interesting and new. While there are editors who seek to act without prejudice
and editors willing to take risks with both the liberal and the conservative, the
market will be in rude health. Editors who favour the quiet life and print only
the ambivalent, the simplistic and the accessible will find that in this domain
they face a serious rebellion.
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A Survey Data

Readers’ Survey

Total respondents: 74

Table 1: Readers’ responses by category
Category Number Percentage of Total Respondents

Significance 22 30
Energy 11 15
Clarity 14 19
Control 34 46

Emotional Response 15 20
Categories are as defined in results section. NB. most responses fulfilled more
than one category.

Professional Case Studies

Table 2: Editors Mentioned
Editor Role

Sidney Wade Poetry Editor, Subtropics, University of Florida
Robert Kohen Editor-in-Chief Emeritus, Columbia Review, University of Columbia
Don Paterson Poetry Editor, Picador

Fiona Sampson Editor, Poetry Review
Michael Hulse Editor, Warwick Review, University of Warwick
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C Accounting Statement

C.1 Initial Estimates

Activity Cost
Website maintenence £24.50

Posters £10
Printing £423

Distribution, sundries £25
Magazines £15

Total £497.50

C.2 Final Costs

Activity Cost
Website maintenence free

Posters £10
Printing £423

Distribution, sundries £25
Magazines £12

Total £470

C.3 Funding Statement

Funds allocated £470
Funds received £399

Outstanding claim £71

Note: in some cases receipts exceed values claimed.
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